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BLANC DE BLANCS GRAND CRU 

MILLESIME 2007 
CHAMPAGNE PHILIPPE GONET 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPE VARIETY :  100% Chardonnay 
 
 
VINEYARD: Côte des Blancs 100% Grand Cru from 13 parcels at the top, in the middle and at the bottom of the hill in 
Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and from a mid-hill parcel in Oger. Vineyards cultivated sustainably.  
 
SOIL: Clay-limestone. 40-metre-thick chalk formed in the tertiary period. 
 
YEAR: Harvest: August 2007. Bottling: March 2008. The winter was not cold and the cycle started quite early with a 
warm spring. After the blooming season, end of May, the weather stayed rainy and fresh. End of August was luckier for 
the harvest with a lot of wind a very warm weather. The yeald wad good and the grapes were healthy. The concentration 
of sugar was interesting and the good level of acidity made us decide to go for a Vintage. 
 
PRESSING METHOD: Antique vertical wooden DOLLAT press.  
 
AGEING: Traditional: 6 months in thermo-regulated stainless steel or resin epoxy tanks then aged in Champenoise 
bottles for at least 4 years in our cellars, at a constant 12°C, in Le Mesnil-sur-Oger.  
 
ALCOHOL: 12%  
 
DOSAGE: Brut: 7g of sugar per L  
 
BOTTLING: 750ml bottle with a traditional cork.  
 
TASTING NOTES: Clear wine with green reflections. The perlage is present and rhythmic. On the nose , there are 
toasted and nuts (hazelnut) aromas supported by aromas of white flowers. The powerful and fleshy palate reveals 
brioche and fresh butter notes completed by a strong minerality and citrussy. The finish is long and shows the origin of 
its great terroir. This wine has an aging potential of 10 years.  
 
FOOD & WINE PAIRING: fried scallops with a champagne risotto.  
 
 


